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1. INTRODUCTION 
The 11natural1i way of forming a set is to make a collection out of all 
objects satisfying some common property. In current symbolism this means 
that we would like to have the validity of the following axiom scheme 
( 1) 
where c:p is ru1.y expression formed from the identity and membership rela-
tions by use of the logical connectives. 
If this were permissible, the set-theoretic way of life would have been 
easy, but life is not simple~ i.e. we have the Russel paradox by chaos~ 
ing for ~ in ( 1) the formula l (x E x) , which immediately yields 
the contradiction that (y E. y) (::::;::::;} 1(Y E y) , where y = { x 1 l(XE x) } • 
The usual (and sensible) way to get out of this dilemma is to restrict 
the axiom scheme (1) , and then~ of necessity, supplement it by various 
other axioms of set existence, so that one arrives at one of the common ver-
sions of axiomatic set theory. 
In this paper we shall try another escape route. We will keep the axiom 
and change the logic, i.e. we do insist that every f' corresponds to a set, 
but then allow for a change in the usual two-valued classical logic. Of course, 
we then no longer understand what we talk about, but the formalism is O.K. 
2. POSITIVE LOGIC 
Negation seems to be at the very root of contradiction. It is essential 
for the Russel paradox, and according to the usual definition one says that 
a theory is contradictory if for some cp , both <t' and 1 ~ is prov-
able within the theory. Thus if -vre throw away the negation sign and keep 
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the rest of logic~ everything should be fine. However, if a theory is 
vvstrong enoughvv to contain some fragment of arithmetic, we may express the 
condition of contradiction without the negation sign, simply by calling a 
theory contre.dicto:r.>y if 0 = 1 is provable vrl.thin it. 
Let us consider a set-theory based on positive logic and let us assume 
the axiom scheme (1) and the usual equality axioms. We may then define a 
set ¢ by 
(2) x € ¢ -¢;::> 'tf y(x €. y) 
Thus ¢ is the '"smallest11 set of our universe, and in classical theory 
it would simply be the empty set. Not so in positive logic~ Define R by 
(3) X € R ¢::!} (x E X '::::} X f£ ¢) 
In classical logic 1 (x E ¢) is provable, hence in this logic 
x € R ~ I (x € x) , i.e. R is the positive analogue of the Russel 
set. 
We propose to show that R E ¢ • Substituting R for x in (3) we 
obtain R E R :::> (R €. R ~ R € ¢) , which gives 
(4) 
Now, (4) and (3) together give by modus ponens R € R , which again 
by (4) and modus ponens yields R € ¢ . 
We assume that 0 and 1 are objects of our theory. Hence by (1) 
we get sets {o} and ,f 1} by the scheme: x E f Yl ~ x = y • 
By (2) and R £" ¢ we obtain R E y for all sets y , thus R E { 0} 
and R E .f 11 , i.e. R = 0 and R = 1 • By the equality axioms this 
implies that 0 = 1 • (And furthermore, x = y for all sets x and y ). 
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By the adopted definition our theory is contradictory, 
v 
is no good. 
3. HANY-VALUED LOGIC 
positive logic 
The reasoning of section 2 is due to Th. Skolem ( (3)) who also inves-
tigated the situation within many-valued logic (Skolem ((4)) ). The purpose 
of the present paper is to report on some recent investigations into the con-
sistency of the cl.Xiom of comprehension (1) w~thin infinite valued logic. 
In this section we are going to describe the logic and the models so as to 
make our problem precise. 
The logic is a 1,ukasievricz many-valued logic having the following primi-
tive symbols. Propositional connectives are v ., and 
The quantifier is 3 (A, ~ and V is definable as usual.) 
Predicates are and = 
-
(identity). The class of formulas is in-
ductively defined as usual. 
The intended interpretation will be described through the notion of 
model. A m o d e l is a pair N = ( S,e) where S is some set and 
e : s2 ~ [ o, 1] The interval [ 0,1) will be the range of truth 
values of the logic ~ An i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of {. into 
N is a map w : V ~ S where V is the set of variables, v1, v2 , ••• , vn' q •• 
of -t;.. The truth-value of each formula f under the interpretation 
w will be defined inductively: 
i. w(x € y) = e(w(x),w(y)) 
ii. w(x ~ y) - d where d == 1 and d == 0 
- w(x), vr(y) ' a a ab 
if af=.b, 
( 5) iii. w(., f ) = 1 - w(cr) 
iv. w( f V y) = max( w( cp L w( \f'") ) 
' 
v. w( cp ~ "+') = min( 1, 1 - w( Cf) + w("{!')) 
vi. w( 3 x cp ) = sup ( wt 'f ) ) 
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t 
where w : V -~ S 
9 
satisfies w (y) ~ w(y) for all y f x • In this 
way w a3sociated with each formula cp a definite numerical value in the 
range 0,1 . called the truth-value of f under the interpretation 
w of -t ..":l.J_j l,he model 1'1= ( S 9 e ) 
A set i\ of formulas of -t is called ~- s a t i s f i a b l e if 
there exists a model M and an interpretation w into 11 such that w(f) = 
1 for all <f E: 6 ~ is called c o n s i s t e n t if it is 
satisfiable. 
Let ,.2:: be the set of formulas 
cr ( t ~y ,x1' 0 0 0 ,x ) ) 
. n 
where f 
occur in f 
is an arbitrary formula of k (note that y is allowed to 
) 0 
-t 
The probl6n of the consistency of the axiom of comprehen-
sian within is simply this: Is the set ~ consistent? 
We do not know the answer. The situation seems to be fully sURmarized 
in the following theorems. 
T h e o r e m A o Let ~( t ,y ,x1, ••• ,xn) be defined without 
quantifiers, then the set ' of all formulas Lo 
is consistent within ~ 
This was proved by Skolem ( (4)) using a combinatorial argument. We 
will present a new proof below using an extension of the Brouwer fixed 
point theorem. 
T h e o r e m B • Let q:> ( t, y) be an arbitrary formula of .t_ 
Then the set 2: 1 of all formulas 
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~ y \1 t(t € y ~ q;'(t,y)) 
This 1-fcJ.f! proved by a very simple application of the Brouwer theorem by 
Chang ((1)) , we will present his proof in the following section. 
T h e o r e m C • be a formula of 1 such 
------------------------------------------------
thc,t no bound variable u of cp can occur in the first place of an 
atomic formula u E. v unless u = v • The:>J the set L 1 of all formulas 
is consistent within ~ 
This is the HdifficultVi theorem of Chang ( ( 1)) and the proof is indeed 
involved. We have recently obtained a similar theorem. 
T h e o r e m D • Let cf(t,y,x1, ••• ,~) be a formula of ~ such 
that t can only occur as a variable u in the first ~lace of an atomic 
formula u E v • Then the set ~ 3 of all formulas 
is consistent within -{_ 
The restriction on the variable t is easy to state, but quite serious 
as regard applications of the theorem. The axiom of infinite union is in-
eluded as the cp in this case is the formula ;} z(t € z A z E: x) 
The axiom of powerset is not covered as the cp this time should be the 
formula V z(z t; t ==? z € x) P and z E:. t violates the restriction 
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of the theorem. A non-classical case is included simply by choosing I( t E y) 
for the formula cp • 
4. THE BROUWER FIXED POINT THEORffiJI 
We proceed with an outline of the proof of theorem B. In addition to 
the Brouwer fixed point theorem the following fundamental result on the 
logic ~ is used. (The proof is far from trivial, using e.g. the ultra-
product construction adopted to many-valued logic.) 
T h e o r e m • For a set 1:::. to_l:le consistent in {'_ it is nee-
essary and sufficient that yverz finite sub~~e~t~of~.~~~--be consistent. 
Therefore let 9' 1 ( t ,y), •• o, q> k( t ,y) be a finite set of iikernel~i 
formulas for the set 2_ 1 We are going to construct a model in the set 
In finite models quantifiers may be replaced by re-
peated disjunctions or conjunctions, hence introduce a transform Tk(~) 
by replacing parts '3 x "o/"(x) by 1'(z1) v ••• v '\f (zk) an.d parts 
V x 'V(x) by "{r(z1) A • o. A "V (zk) • Each formula Tk( qtj) has at 
most the variables t,y,z 1, .. •szk free; denote it by Tk(<f)(t,y,z1, •• .,zk) • 
Define the formulas 1rJ •• , 1 ~ i,j :E k by lJ 
Let e be any map of s2 ~ [ 0, 1] and define the interpretation 
w into M= (s,e) by w(z.) = i (and arbitrary on 
l 
X f. Z. , 
l 
i=1, ••• ,k). 
pretation w 0 
by 
Denote by ~. the truth-value of lJ 
We then have a map 
pr .. o f(e) 
l' 
..J 
= ~~. lJ 
W. . under the inter-lJ 
k2 
...-..4 [ 0, 1 ] defined 
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k2 
Let [0,1] have the usual topology, it is easily seen from (5)i.-v. 
that f is continuous. Hence by the Brouwer fixed point theorem there is 
a point e such that f(e ) = e • Then in the model M let e ~ e , 
0 0 0 0 
which implies that w(z. £ z.) = e (ijj) = ~. = w(Tk(~.)(z.,z.~z 1 , ••• ,zk))= l J 0 lJ lJ l J . 
w( cP.(i,j)) . Hence 
' J 
w( z . € z . {::::> co . ( z . , z . ) ) 1 l J TJ l J 
For a given this equality holds for z. 
J 
and all z. , which by the 
l 
rules of {. gives 
w( 3 y V t ( t E: y ¢-> q? / t, y) ) = 1 , 
and this by the definition of satisfiability proves theorem B. 
5. APPLICATION OF AN EXTENDED FIXED POINT THEOREM 
In this section we present a proof of theorem A. The proof of theorem 
D will not be given, it will appear in a forthcoming paper in Mathematica 
Scandinavica. 
As preparation for the proof proper we present a simple extension of 
the Brouwer fixed point theormn. This extension is alinost identical to a 
lemma given in Dunford and Schwartz: Linear Operators, vol. I~ po 453, but 
for convenience we repeat the short argument. 
Let E be a countable product of intervals I = ( 0, 1] given the 




2: I X - y l m m 
m=1 
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It will be shown that each continuous map f E ~ E has the fixed 
point property. 
To do this define the ~~projections~ 1 7( (x) 
n 
i ~ n 
y 
and x. = 0 
l 
if i > n • The subset 
~ 
=X \\lhere 
E = :rr (E) 
n n 
y 
X -X i - i 
of E 
if 
has (in the induced topology) the fixed point property by BrouwerYs theorem. 
Let f = TT o f o inj , this map is obviously continuous of E into E 
n n n n 
hence has a fixed point yn €. En ~ E • As E is compact the sequence 
contains a convergent subsequence y • 
n. 
Let y = limy 
o ni , we propose l 
to show that f(y0 ) = y0 • To this end consider the inequality 
d(f(y ),y) { d(f(y ),f(y )) + d(f(y ),f (y )) + d(y ,y) 
o o o n. n. n. n. n. o 
l l l l l 
Here the first and last term of the right hand sum can be made arbitrary 
small as f is continuous and Yn. ~ 
l 
pr. o f(y ) J n. 
l 
thus 
d(f(y ),f (y )) 
n. n. n. 









hence the middle term of the sum can also be made arbitrary small by 
choosing i large enough. Therefore, f(y0 ) = y0 • 
The formulas of theorem A can be enumerated in a sequence 
'f1'cp2, ..• ,cpm>' With each gpm we may associate a number n m 
such that qpm can be written co (t,y,x1, ••• ,x ) • It is no restriction lm n 
m 
to assume that nm 3- 1 • Further for any n '3 1 , let A denote a 
n 
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bijection of Nn onto N , where N is the set of natural numbers. 
With every e £. E we may associate a model M = < N, e) of t by 
defining e(i,j) = pr1. (e) o By use of this model a map f : E --4-E /\2(i,j) 
will be introduced by the following coordinate equations: 
pr" ( . . ) o f ( e) /\2 l, J ' 
where w is any interpretation of -t. into M such that w(t) = i 
w(y) = j and w(x1) = k1 j ••• ,w(xn) = 
m 




where are the 
To show that the map f defined above is continuous it is sufficient 
to prove that each coordinate map pr o f : E -? I 
n 
is continuous. But 
the value of pr o f(e) 
n 
is equal to w('fm(t,y,x1,.o.,xn )) for some 
m 
m and w , and this truth-value is determined by a finite number of coor-
dinates of e , a fact which taken in conjunction with the definition of an 
interpretation, immediately yields the continuity of the map pr o f(e) o 
n 
This argument also shows why we c&~not allow bound quantifiers in a kernel 
formula cp m , because then w( q:;; ) would in general depend on an infinite 
m 
number of coordinates of e , hence the map need not be continuous. 
By the above fixed point lerr@a the map f has a fixed point, say e 
0 
Define a model M = ( N, e ) , where N is the set of natural numbers 
0 0 
and e (i,j) 
0 
is given by 
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Let w be any interpretation of -L 
w( ~ x1 • • • V xn ~ y V t ( t E y ~ 
m 
into M , it -will be shown that 
0 
for all m o This will complete the proof of theorem A • But the truth of 
this equality is almost immediate by the definition of an interpretation. 
~ 
Assume that w(x1) = k1, ••• ,w(xn) = kn Define w equal to w for 
m m 
all variables different from y and set w9 (y) = :A 2(m,).n (k1, ••• ,kn )). 
m m 
" y Then let w .be any interpretation agreeing -with w except possibly for 
i? 
the variable t • Let w (t) = i , for some i € N • We must show that 
YV 
w (t € y ~ d) (t,y,x1, ••• ,x )) = 1 'lm n 
m 
vv 
But this is the case if •nd only if w ( t E y) Vi and w (~m(t,y,x1 , ••• ,x11 )) 
m 
are equal o But 
and 
yy 
w (t E: y) = e (i,j) 
0 
iY 
w (f> (t,y,x1, ••• ,x )) m n 
m 
This concludes the proof, because e 
0 
is a fixed point of the map f • 
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